Section I: Transfers

SECTIONS G, H, AND I TO BE ADMINISTERED TO R MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT HH FINANCES

I_RESP_INTTYPE_KNOW CHK: RESPONDENT OR SPOUSE/PARTNER KNOW TRANSFERS

[Primary respondent or spouse most knowledgeable about money transfers]

1  KNOWS AND ENTERS THIS SECTION  ... (I1_CHECK)

2  DOESN'T KNOW AND DOESN'T ENTER THIS SECTION  ... (NEXT SECTION)

-1 RF  ... (I1_CHECK)

-2 DK  ... (I1_CHECK)

I1_CHECK CHK: SAMPLE TYPE IS NEW

[Sample Type] = [NAMC] or [Sample Type] = [NEWSP] of [Spawned sample type] = [NAMC]

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (I1A_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (I1A_CHECK)

I1A_CHECK CHK: MARITAL STATUS

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1  Married  ... (I1A)

2  Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married  ... (I6_CHECK)

3  Separated  ... (I6_CHECK)

4  Divorced  ... (I6_CHECK)

5  Widowed  ... (I6_CHECK)

6  Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship  ... (I6_CHECK)

-1 RF  ... (I6_CHECK)

-2 DK  ... (I6_CHECK)
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I1A

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP) I would like to ask you a few questions about financial help you might have given to or received from relatives, friends or employers during the last twelve months.

During the last twelve months [or since you were married if it was in the last twelve months], how many months did you and your spouse live apart?

If Answer = 0 Then ... (I6_CHECK)

1-12 months____________ (2 digits) ... (I2)
  -1 RF ... (I2)
  -2 DK ... (I2)

I2

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP) During the last twelve months [or since you were married if it was in the last twelve months], did you give any financial assistance (such as gifts, transfers, bequests, or loans) to your spouse during periods when ["S/HE"] was not living with you in the same house?

1   YES   ...(I3)
2   NO   ...(I4)
  -1   RF   ...(I4)
  -2   DK   ...(I4)

I3

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP) How much did you give during the last twelve months [or since you were married if it was in the last twelve months], to your spouse during periods when ["S/HE"] was not living with you in the same house?

Amount:$____________ (15 digits)  …(I3B)
  -1 RF ... (I3B)
  -2 DK ... (I3B)

I3B  CURRENCY OF ASSISTANCE TO SPOUSE (I3A)

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ... (I3D)
997  OTHER SPECIFY... (I3BOS)
995  NOT PAID IN CASH ... (I3D)
  -1   RF   ... (I3D)
  -2   DK   ... (I3D)
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I3BOS

(\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NEWCP\} \{SP\})

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ...(I3D)

I3D

(\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NEWCP\} \{SP\})

1  Per Week ...(I4)
2  Every 2 Weeks ...(I4)
3  Per Month ...(I4)
4  Per Year ...(I4)
5  One time only ...(I4)
97  OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I3DOS)
   -1  RF ...(I4)
   -2  DK ...(I4)

I3DOS

(\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NEWCP\} \{SP\})

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ...(I4)

I4

(\{MA\} \{CP\} \{SP\}) During the last twelve months [or since you were married if it was in the last twelve months], did you receive financial assistance from your spouse during periods when you were not living together?

1  YES ...(I5)
2  NO ...(I6_CHEC)
   -1  RF ...(I6_CHEC)
   -2  DK ...(I6_CHEC)

I5

(\{MA\} \{CP\} \{NEWCP\} \{SP\}) How much financial assistance did you receive in the last twelve months [or since you were married if it was in the last twelve months], from your spouse during periods when you were not living together?

Amount:$ ___________ (15 digits) ...(I5B)
   -1  RF ...(I5B)
   -2  DK ...(I5B)
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**15B** CURRENCY SPOUSE GAVE RESPONDENT  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I5D)  
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I5BOS)  
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I5D)  
-1 RF ...(I5D)  
-2 DK ...(I5D)

**I5BOS**  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I5D)

**I5D**  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}How often did you receive this amount?

1 Per Week ...(I6_CHECK)  
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I6_CHECK)  
3 Per Month ...(I6_CHECK)  
4 Per Year ...(I6_CHECK)  
5 One time only ...(I6_CHECK)  
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I5DOS)  
-1 RF ...(I6_CHECK)  
-2 DK ...(I6_CHECK)

**I5DOS**  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I6_CHECK)

**I6_CHECK**  
CHK: DOES RESPONDENT HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 16?

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP} [MEGA2_AGE] less than or equal to 16

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(I6)  
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I8_CHECK)
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During the last twelve months, did [or your spouse] give or send any money to any of your children age 16 and under during periods when they were not living with you in the same house? Please include only money you gave directly to your children and not any monies you may have already told us about. Please include all biological children, stepchildren and adopted children under age 16.

1. YES (I7)
2. NO (I8_CHECK)
95. NOT APPLICABLE (I8_CHECK)
-1. RF (I8_CHECK)
-2. DK (I8_CHECK)

How much did you give in total during the last twelve months to all your children under age 16 during periods when they were not living with you in the same house? Please include only money you gave directly to your children.

Amount: $__________ (15 digits) (I7B)

-1 RF (I7B)
-2 DK (I7B)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRICENCY PICK LIST] ... (I7D)
997. OTHER SPECIFY (I7BOS)
995. NOT PAID IN CASH (I7D)
-1 RF (I7D)
-2 DK (I7D)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) (I7BOS)

How often did you give this amount?

1. Per Week (I8_CHECK)
2. Every 2 Weeks (I8_CHECK)
3. Per Month (I8_CHECK)
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4 Per Year ...(I8_CHECK)  
5 One time only ...(I8_CHECK)  
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I7DOS)  
-1 RF ...(I8_CHECK)  
-2 DK ...(I8_CHECK)

I7DOS

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (I8_CHECK)

I8_CHECK  CHK: RESPONDENT HAVE ANY CHILDREN 17 OR OLDER?

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}[MEGA2_AGE] > 16

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (I8)  
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)

I8

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}"I would like to ask you a few questions about financial help you might have given to or received from relatives, friends or employers during the last twelve months."

During the last twelve months, did [or your spouse] give or send money to any of your children age 17 and over when they were not living with you in the same house? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about. These children should include your own biological children, adopted children and step-children.

1 YES ...(I9_X)  
2 NO ...(I11)  
95 NOT APPLICABLE ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)  
-1 RF ...(I11)  
-2 DK ...(I11)

I9_X [RANGE X=1 to 9]

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}Which of your children 17 years and older did you either give or send money to?

INTERVIEWER: SELECT EACH CHILD NAMED BY RESPONDENT. (INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.)

LINES 1-9________...(I9_MR2POS_X)  
-1 RF ...(I9_MR2POS_X)  
-2 DK ...(I9_MR2POS_X)
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19 MR2POS X CHILD'S POSITION ON MEGA2ROSTER [RANGE X= 1 to 8]

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

_________1-61 ...(I10_X)

I10 X [RANGE X= 1 to 9]

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP} How much financial assistance did you give to [child's first name][LOOP_X] [child's last name][LOOP_X] during the last twelve months during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about before.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(I10B_X)

-1 RF ...(I10B_X)
-2 DK ...(I10B_X)

I10B X 110 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 9]

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ... (I10D_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I10BOS_X)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I10D_X)
-1 RF ...(I10D_X)
-2 DK ...(I10D_X)

I10BOS X

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I10D_X)

I10D X [RANGE X=1 to 9]

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP} "How often did you give this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I11)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I11)
3 Per Month ...(I11)
4 Per Year ...(I11)
5 One time only ...(I11)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I10DOS_X)
-1 RF ...(I11)
-2 DK ...(I11)
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**I10DOS_X** [RANGE X=1 to 6]  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}  

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (I11)  

**I11**  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}During the last twelve months did [or your spouse] receive any financial assistance from any of your children 17 years and older during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any assistance you may have already told us about. These children should include your own biological children, adopted children and step-children.  

1 YES ...(I11A_X)  
2 NO ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)  
-1 RF ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)  
-2 DK ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)  

**I11A_X** [RANGE X=1 to 12]  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}Which of your children 17 years and older did you receive money from?  

INTERVIEWER: SELECT EACH CHILD NAMED BY RESPONDENT. (INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.)  
LINES 1-12_________...(I11_MR2POS_X)  
-1 RF ... (I11_MR2POS_X)  
-2 DK ... (I11_MR2POS_X)  

**I11_MR2POS_X**  CHILD'S POSITION ON MEGA2ROSTER IN I11 LOOP [RANGE X=1 to 12]  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}  

_______1-61 ...(I12_X)  

**I12_X** [RANGE X=1 to 12]  
{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}How much financial assistance did you receive from [child's first name][LOOP_X][child's last name][LOOP_X] during the last twelve months during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any assistance you may have already told us about.  

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ... (I12B_X)  

-1 RF ...(I12B_X)  
-2 DK ...(I12B_X)
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**I12B X I12 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 12]**

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I12D X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I12BOS X)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH...(I12D X)
-1 RF...(I12D X)
-2 DK...(I12D X)

**I12BOS X**

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP)

OTHER SPECIFY__________ (80 Characters) ...(I12D X)

**I12D X [RANGE X=1 to 12]**

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP) How often did you receive this amount?

1 Per Week ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)
3 Per Month ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)
4 Per Year ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)
5 One time only ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I12DOS X)
-1 RF ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)
-2 DK ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)

**I12DOS X [RANGE X=1 to 8]**

(MA) (CP) (NEWCP) (SP)

OTHER SPECIFY__________ (80 Characters) ...(I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS)

**I13_DO_WE_HAVE_PARENTS** CHK: PARENTS LISTED IN MEGA ROSTER?

[MEGA2_RELATION: 13, 14, 15, 16]

NUMBER IN ROSTER: 0...(I17_CHECK)
NUMBER IN ROSTER: 1-7: (I13)
"I would like to ask you a few questions about financial help you might have given to or received from relatives, friends or employers during the last twelve months."

During the last twelve months, did [or your spouse] [give or receive] any financial assistance (such as gifts, transfers, bequests, or loans) [to or] from your parents or step-parents when they were not living with you in the same house? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

INTERVIEWER PROBE: GIVE, RECEIVE OR BOTH GIVE AND RECEIVE?

1   GIVE   ...(I13A_X)
2   RECEIVE   ...(I15A_CHECK)
3   BOTH   ...(I13A_X)
4   NEITHER   ...(I17_CHECK)
-1   RF   ...(I17_CHECK)
-2   DK   ...(I17_CHECK)

I13A_X [RANGE X=1 to 4]

Which of your parents or step-parents did you give money to?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

LINES 1-4_________  ...(I13_MR2POS_X)
-1 RF  ...(I13_MR2POS_X)
-2 DK  ...(I13_MR2POS_X)

I13_MR2POS_X PARENT'S POSITION ON MEGA2 ROSTER IN I13 LOOP
[RANGE X=1 to 4]

_________1-61 ...(I14_X)

I14_X [RANGE X=1 to 4]

How much financial assistance did ["or your spouse"] give to your ["parents"][(LOOP_X)] during the last twelve months during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:___________ (15 digits) ...(I14B_X)

-1 RF  ...(I14B_X)
-2 DK  ...(I14B_X)

I14B_X  I14 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 4]

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST]  ...(I14D_X)
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997    OTHER SPECIFY ...  (I14BOS_X)
995    NOT PAID IN CASH ...  (I14D_X)
-1    RF ...  (I14D_X)
-2    DK ...  (I14D_X)

I14BOS_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]
OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...  (I14D_X)

I14D_X [RANGE X=1 to 4]

How often did you give this amount?

1    Per Week ...  (I15A_CHECK)
2    Every 2 Weeks ...  (I15A_CHECK)
3    Per Month ...  (I15A_CHECK)
4    Per Year ...  (I15A_CHECK)
5    One time only ...  (I15A_CHECK)
97    OTHER (SPECIFY) ...  (I14DOS_X)
-1    RF ...  (I15A_CHECK)
-2    DK ...  (I15A_CHECK)

I14DOS_X [RANGE X=1 to 4]
OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...  (I15A_CHECK)

I15A_CHECK  CHK: RECEIVED MONEY FROM PARENTS

[I13]=2 or [I13]=3

1    CONDITION APPLIES ...  (I15A_X)

2    CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...  (I17_CHECK)

I15A_X [RANGE X=1 to 4]

During the last twelve months, which of your parents or step-parents did you receive money from during periods when you were not living together?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

LINE 1-4___________ ...  (I15_MR2POS_X)
-1    RF ...  (I15_MR2POS_X)
-2    DK ...  (I15_MR2POS_X)
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I15 MR2POS X  PARENT'S POSITION ON MEGA2 ROSTER IN I15 LOOP [RANGE X=1 to 4]

_______ 1-61 ...(I16_X)

I16 X [RANGE X=1 to 4]

How much financial assistance did you receive from your "[parents]"(LOOP_X) during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any assistance you may have already told us about.

Amount: __________ (15 digits) ...(I16B_X)

   -1 RF ...(I16B_X)
   -2 DK ...(I16B_X)

I16B X  I16 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 4]

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

   [CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I16D_X)
   997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I16BOS_X)
   995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I16D_X)
   -1 RF ...(I16D_X)
   -2 DK ...(I16D_X)

I16BOS X

OTHER SPECIFY __________ (80 Characters) ...(I16DOS_X)

I16D X [RANGE X=1 to 4]

How often did you give this amount?

   1 Per Week ...(I17_CHECK)
   2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I17_CHECK)
   3 Per Month ...(I17_CHECK)
   4 Per Year ...(I17_CHECK)
   5 One time only ...(I17_CHECK)
   97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I16DOS_X)
   -1 RF ...(I17_CHECK)
   -2 DK ...(I17_CHECK)

I16DOS X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

OTHER SPECIFY __________ (80 Characters) ...(I17_CHECK)
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**I17 CHECK**  CHK: MARITAL STATUS

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1  Married  ... (I17 DO WE HAVE PARENTS)
2  Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married  ... (I21 CHECK)
3  Separated  ...(I21 CHECK)
4  Divorced ...(I21 CHECK)
5  Widowed  ... (I21 CHECK)
6  Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship  ...(I21 CHECK)

**I17 DO WE HAVE PARENTS**  CHK: NUMBER OF SPOUSE’S PARENTS IN ROSTER?

[MEGA2_RELATION: NUMBER OF SPOUSE’S PARENT’S IN ROSTER]

Number in Roster: 0  ... (I21 CHECK)

Number in Roster: 1-6 ______________  ... (I17)

**I17**

During the last twelve months, did you or your spouse give or receive any financial assistance [to or from] your spouse’s parents or step-parents when they were not living with you in the same house? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

INTERVIEWER PROBE: GIVE, RECEIVE OR BOTH GIVE AND RECEIVE?

1  GIVE  ... (I17A_X)
2  RECEIVE  ...(I19A_CHECK)
3  BOTH  ...(I17A_X)
4  NEITHER  ...(I21 CHECK)
-1  RF  ...(I21 CHECK)
-2  DK  ...(I21 CHECK)
**New Immigrant Survey**  
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**I17A_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]**

Which of your spouse's parents or step-parents did you give money to?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

LINES 1-5 ________ (I17_MR2POS_X)
-1 RF ...(I17_MR2POS_X)
-2 DK ...(I17_MR2POS_X)

**I17_MR2POS_X** SPOUSE'S PARENT'S POSITION ON MEGA2 ROSTER [RANGE X=1 to 5]

_______1-61 ...(I18_X)

**I18_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]**

How much financial assistance did you or your spouse give to ["your spouse's parents"](LOOP_X) during the last twelve months during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:___________ (15 digits) ...(I18B_X)

-1 RF ...(I18B_X)
-2 DK ...(I18B_X)

**I18B_X 118 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 5]**

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I18D_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I18BOS_X)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I18D_X)
-1 RF ...(I18D_X)
-2 DK ...(I18D_X)

**I18BOS_X**

OTHER SPECIFY__________________ ...(I18D_X)

**I18D_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]**

"How often did you give this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I19A_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I19A_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I19A_CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(I19A_CHECK)
5 One time only ...(I19A_CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I18DOS_X)
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I18DOS_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (I19A_CHECK)

I19A_CHECK  DID RESPONDENT RECEIVE ANY ASSISTANCE FROM SPOUSE’S PARENTS?

[I17]=2 or [I17]=3

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (I19A_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (I21_CHECK)

I19A_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]

During the last twelve months, which of your spouse's parents or step-parents did you receive money from during periods when you were not living together?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

LINE 1-5_________ ... (I19_MR2POS_X)

-1 RF ... (I19_MR2POS_X)

-2 DK ... (I19_MR2POS_X)

I19_MR2POS_X  SPOUSE’S PARENT’S POSITION ON MEGA2ROSTER [RANGE X=1 to 5]

_________1-61 ...(I20_X)

I20_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

How much financial assistance did you receive from ["your spouse’s parents"]([LOOP_X]) during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any assistance you may have already told us about.

Amount:$___________ (15 digits) ... (I20B_X)

-1 RF ...(I20B_X)

-2 DK ...(I20B_X)
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**I20B X** I20 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 2]

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ... (I20D X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I20BOS X)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I20D X)
-1 RF ...(I20D X)
-2 DK ...(I20D X)

**I20BOS X**

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ...(I20D X)

**I20D X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

"How often did you give this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I21 CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I21 CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I21 CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(I21 CHECK)
5 One time only ...(I21 CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I20DOS X)
-1 RF ...(I21 CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I21 CHECK)

**I20DOS X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ... (I21 CHECK)

**I21 CHECK** CHK: SAMPLE TYPE

[Sample Type] = [NAMC]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(NEXT SECTION)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I21A CHECK)

**I21A CHECK** CHK: RESPONDENT'S VISA TYPE

{MA} {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

[R1 K11: TYPE OF VISTA SPOUSE OF US CITIZEN]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(I21A1 CHECK)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (131)
New Immigrant Survey
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**I21A1_CHECK** CHK: SIBLINGS?

(MA) {CP} {NEWCP} {SP} [MEGA2_RELATION]= 11 or 12

1  CONDITION APPLIES ... (I21B_CHECK)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I49)

**I21B_CHECK** CHK: SAMPLE TYPE

(MA) {CP} {NEWCP} {SP}

((Sample Type) = [SPOUSE]) or ((Sample Type) = [NEWSP])

1  CONDITION APPLIES ... (I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY... (121)

**I21**

(MA) {CP} {NEWCP} During the last twelve months, did [or your spouse] give or receive any financial assistance to or from your siblings when they were not living with you in the same house? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

INTERVIEWER PROBE: GIVE, RECEIVE OR BOTH GIVE AND RECEIVE?

1  GIVE ...(I21A_X)

2  RECEIVE ...(I24A_CHECK)

3  BOTH ...(I21A_X)

4  NEITHER ...(I31)

-1  RF ...(I31)

-2  DK ...(I31)

**I21A_X [RANGE X=1 to 11]**

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP) Which of your siblings did you give money to?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

LINES 1-6 _____...(I21_MR2POS_X)

-1 RF ...(I21_MR2POS_X)

-2 DK ...(I21_MR2POS_X)
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I21 MR2POS X SIBLING'S POSITION ON MEGA2 ROSTER \{RANGE X=1 to 11\}

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

_______1-61 ...(I23 X)

I23 X \{RANGE X=1 to 11\}

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)How much financial assistance did ["or your spouse"] give to [sibling's first name][\{LOOP\_X\}] [sibling's last name][\{LOOP\_X\}] during the last twelve months during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$__________ (15 digits) ...(I23B X)
  -1 RF ...(I23B X)
  -2 DK ...(I23B X)

I23B X I23 CURRENCY \{RANGE X=1 to 11\}

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I23D X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I23DOS X)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I23D X)
  -1 RF ...(I23D X)
  -2 DK ...(I23D X)

I23BOS X

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY__________________...(I23D X)

I23D X \{RANGE X=1 to 11\}

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)"How often did you give this amount?"

  1 Per Week ...(I24A_CHECK)
  2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I24A_CHECK)
  3 Per Month ...(I24A_CHECK)
  4 Per Year ...(I24A_CHECK)
  5 One time only ...(I24A_CHECK)
  97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I23DOS X)
  -1 RF ...(I24A_CHECK)
  -2 DK ...(I24A_CHECK)
### New Immigrant Survey
#### Section I - Transfers

**I23DOS_X** [RANGE X=1]
(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I24A_CHECK)

**I24A_CHECK** FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO/FROM NON-RESIDENT SIBLINGS?
(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

[I21]=2 or [I21]=3

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (I24A_X)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)

**I24A_X** [RANGE=1 to 5]
(MA)(CP)(NEWCP) During the last twelve months, which of your siblings did you receive money from during periods when you were not living together?

(INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.)

5 LINE 5 ... (I24_MR2POS_X)
-1 RF ...(I24_MR2POS_X)
-2 DK ...(I24_MR2POS_X)

**I24_MR2POS_X** SIBLING’S POSITION ON MEGA2 ROSTER IN I24

1-61_______(I26_X)

**I26_X** I26 CURRENCY [RANGE=1 to 5]
(MA)(CP)(NEWCP) How much financial assistance did you receive from [sibling’s first name][[LOOP_X]] [sibling’s last name][[LOOP_X]] during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any assistance you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(I26B_X)

-1 RF ...(I26B_X)
-2 DK ...(I26B_X)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

I26B_X [RANGE=1 to 5]

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I26D_X)
997   OTHER SPECIFY   ...(I26BOS_X)
995   NOT PAID IN CASH   ...(I26D_X)
-1   RF   ...(I26D_X)
-2   DK   ...(I26D_X)

I26BOS_X

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (I26D_X)

I26D_X [RANGE=1 to 5]

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP) "How often did you receive this amount?"

1   Per Week   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)
2   Every 2 Weeks   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)
3   Per Month   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)
4   Per Year   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)
5   One time only   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)
97   OTHER (SPECIFY)   ...(I26DOS_X)
-1   RF   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)
-2   DK   ...(I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)

I26DOS_X [RANGE=1 to 5]

(MA)(CP)(NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ... (I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS)

I27_COUNT_SP_SIBS   SPOUSE SIBLINGS ON ROSTER?

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[MEGA2_RELATION]= 29 or 30

1   CONDITION APPLIES   ...(I27)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY   ...(I31)
Section I - Transfers
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(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) During the last twelve months, did you or your spouse give or receive any financial assistance to or from any of your spouse's siblings when they were not living with you or your spouse in the same house? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

INTERVIEWER PROBE: GIVE, RECEIVE OR BOTH GIVE AND RECEIVE?

1   GIVE   ...(I27A_X)
2   RECEIVE   ...(I29A CHECK)
3   BOTH   ...(I27A X)
4   NEITHER   ...(I31)
-1   RF   ...(I31)
-2   DK   ...(I31)

I27A_X [RANGE=1 to 7]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) Which of your spouse's siblings did you give money to?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

LINE 1-7____...(I27_MR2POS_X)

-1 RF ...(I27_MR2POS_X)
-2 DK ...(I27_MR2POS_X)

I27_MR2POS_X SPOUSE'S SIBLING'S POSITION ON MEGA2ROSTER [RANGE=1 to 6]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

1-61_______(I28_X)

I28_X [RANGE=1 to 7]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) How much financial assistance did you or your spouse give to [spouse's sibling's first name][LOOP_X] [spouse's sibling's last name][LOOP_X] during the last twelve months during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:___________ (15 digits)  ...(I28B_X)

-1 RF ...(I28B_X)
-2 DK ...(I28B_X)
NEW IMMIGRANT SURVEY
Section I - Transfers

**I28B** I28 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 7]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I28D_X)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I28BOS_X)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I28D_X)
-1 RF ...(I28D_X)
-2 DK ...(I28D_X)

**I28BOS**

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I28D_X)

**I28D** [RANGE X=1 to 7]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) "How often did you give this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I29A_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I29A_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I29A_CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(I29A_CHECK)
5 One time only ...(I29A CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I28DOS_X)
-1 RF ...(I29A_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I29A_CHECK)

**I28DOS** [RANGE X=1]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I29A_CHECK)

**I29A CHECK** RECEIVE $: SPOUSE'S SIBLING

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

[I27]=2 or [I27]=3

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(I29A_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I31)
Section I - Transfers

I29A X [RANGE X=1 to 6]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) During the last twelve months, which of your spouse's siblings did you receive money from during periods when you were not living together?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.

   6 Line 6___ ...(I29_MR2POS_X)
     -1 RF... (I29_MR2POS_X)
     -2 DK... (I29_MR2POS_X)

I29 MR2POS X  SPOUSE'S SIBLING'S POSITION ON MEGA2 ROSTER [RANGE X=1 to 6]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

1-61________ ...(I30_X)

I30 X [RANGE X=1 to 6]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) How much financial assistance did you receive from [spouse's sibling's first name][LOOP_X] [spouse's sibling's last name][LOOP_X] during periods when you were not living together? Do not count any assistance you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ... (I30B_X)

   -1 RF ...(I30B_X)
   -2 DK ...(I30B_X)

I30B X  I30 CURRENCY [RANGE X=1 to 6]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I30D_X)

997  OTHER SPECIFY  ...(I30BOS_X)
995  NOT PAID IN CASH  ...(I30D_X)
   -1 RF ...(I30D_X)
   -2 DK ...(I30D_X)

I30BOS X [RANGE X=1 to 6]

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(I30D_X)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

I30D X [RANGE X=1 to 6]

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} "How often did you receive this amount?"

1   Per Week   ...(I31)
2   Every 2 Weeks   ...(I31)
3   Per Month   ...(I31)
4   Per Year   ...(I31)
5   One time only   ...(I31)
97   OTHER (SPECIFY)   ...(I30DOS_X)
   -1   RF   ...(I31)
   -2   DK   ...(I31)

I30DOS X

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters)   ...(I31)

I31

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} During the last twelve months, did [or your spouse] give or receive any financial assistance to or from any other relatives besides your spouse, children, parents, [spouse's parents] [spouse's siblings] or friends when they were not living with you in the same house?

Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO RESPONSES

1   GIVE   ...(I31A)
2   RECEIVE   ...(I31B)
3   BOTH   ...(I31A)
4   NEITHER   ...(I49_CHECK)
   -1   RF   ...(I49_CHECK)
   -2   DK   ...(I49_CHECK)

I31A

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you give financial assistance to other relatives, friends or both?

1   OTHER RELATIVES   ...(I31_CHECK_1)
2   FRIENDS   ...(I31_CHECK_1)
3   BOTH   ...(I31_CHECK_1)
   -1   RF   ...(I31_CHECK_1)
   -2   DK   ...(I31_CHECK_1)
I31 CHECK 1  CHK: GAVE AND RECEIVED FINANCES

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[I31: GIVE/RECEIVE OTHER RELATIVES]

1 OTHER RELATIVES ...(I31_CHECK_2)
2 FRIENDS ...(I31_CHECK_2)
3 BOTH ...(I31B)
-1 RF ...(I31_CHECK_2)
-2 DK ...(I31_CHECK_2)

I31 CHECK 2  CHK: GAVE TO FRIENDS

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[I31A: DID RESPONDENT GIVE ASSISTANCE TO OTHER RELATIVES, FRIENDS, OR BOTH?]

1 OTHER RELATIVES...(I31C)
2 FRIENDS ...(I39M_CHECK)
3 BOTH ...(I31C)
-1 RF ...(I31C)
-2 DK ...(I31C)

I31B

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive financial assistance from other relatives, friends or both?

1 OTHER RELATIVES ...(I31B_CHECK)
2 FRIENDS ...(I31B_CHECK)
3 BOTH ...(I31B_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(I31B_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I31B_CHECK)

I31B CHECK  CHK: FINANCIALLY ASSIST RELATIVES/FRIENDS?

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} [DO I31A OR I31B INDICATE THE RESPONDENT GAVE OR RECEIVED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER RELATIVES/FRIENDS?]

1 OTHER RELATIVES ...(I31C)
2 FRIENDS ...(I34M_CHECK)
3 BOTH ...(I39M_CHECK)
4 NEITHER ...(I31C)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

I31C

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you give financial assistance to these other relatives when they were living outside the United States or when they were living within the United States?

1 OUTSIDE US ...(I32)
2 IN US ...(I34_CHECK)
3 BOTH ...(I32)
-1 RF ...(I32)
-2 DK ...(I32)

I32

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] give to all other relatives (besides your spouse, children, parents, [spouse's parents][spouse's siblings]) during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living outside the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(I32B)

-1 RF ...(I32B)
-2 DK ...(I32B)

I32B I32 CURRENCY

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I32D)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I32BOS)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I32D)
-1 RF ...(I32D)
-2 DK ...(I32D)

I32BOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I32D)

I32D

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} "How often did you give this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I34_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I34_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I34_CHECK)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

4  Per Year  ...(I34 CHECK)
5  One time only  ...(I34 CHECK)
97  OTHER (SPECIFY)  ...(I32DOS)
-1  RF  ...(I34 CHECK)
-2  DK  ...(I34 CHECK)

I32DOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I34 CHECK)

I34_CHECK

CHK: I31B/I31C: DID RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER RELATIVES?

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[I31B] =2, -1, 1, 3 and  [I31C] =-2, -1, 2, 3

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ...(I34)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY   ... (I34M CHECK)

I34

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] give to all other relatives besides your spouse, children, parents, [spouse's parents] [spouse’s siblings] during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living within the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits)  ... (I34B)

-1 RF ...(I34B)
-2 DK ...(I34B)

I34B  I34 CURRENCY

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST]  ...(I34D)
997  OTHER SPECIFY  ...(I34BOS)
995  NOT PAID IN CASH  ...(I34D)
-1  RF  ...(I34D)
-2  DK  ...(I34D)

I34BOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I34D)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

I34D

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} "How often did you receive this amount?"

1. Per Week ...(I34M_CHECK)
2. Every 2 Weeks ...(I34M_CHECK)
3. Per Month ...(I34M_CHECK)
4. Per Year ...(I34M_CHECK)
5. One time only ...(I34M_CHECK)
97. OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I34DOS)
-1 RF ...(I34M_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I34M_CHECK)

I34DOS

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I34M_CHECK)

I34M_CHECK

CHK: I31B DID RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER RELATIVES?

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[I31B]= -2, -1, 1, 3

1. CONDITION APPLIES ...(I34M)
2. CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I39M_CHECK)

I34M

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive financial assistance from these other relatives when they were living outside the United States or when they were living within the United States?

1. OUTSIDE US ...(I37)
2. IN US ...(I39_CHECK)
3. BOTH ...(I37)
   -1 RF ...(I37)
   -2 DK ...(I37)

I37

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] receive from all other relatives besides your spouse, children, parents, [spouse's parents] [spouse's siblings] during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living outside the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:____________ (15 digits) ...(I37B)

-1 RF ...(I37B)
-2 DK ...(I37B)
**New Immigrant Survey**  
**Section I - Transfers**

**I37B  137 CURRENCY**

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I37D)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I37BOS)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I37D)
-1 RF ...(I37D)
-2 DK ...(I37D)

**I37BOS**

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (I37D)

**I37D**

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) "How often did you receive this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I39_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I39_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I39_CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(I39_CHECK)
5 One time only ...(I39_CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I37DOS)
-1 RF ...(I39_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I39_CHECK)

**I37DOS**

((MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP))

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ... (I39_CHECK)

**I39_CHECK**  CHK: I31B AND I34M DID RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER RELATIVES?

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

[I31B]=-2,-1, 1, 3 and [I34M]=-2,-1,2,3

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (I39)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I39M_CHECK)
I39

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] receive from all other relatives besides your spouse, children, parents, [spouse's parents] [spouse's siblings] during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living within the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(I39B)

-1 RF ...(I39B)
-2 DK ...(I39B)

I39B  I39 CURRENCY

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I39D)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I39BOS)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I39D)
-1 RF ...(I39D)
-2 DK ...(I39D)

I39BOS

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(I39D)

I39D

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) "How often did you receive this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I39M_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I39M_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I39M_CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(I39M_CHECK)
5 One time only ...(I39M_CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I39DOS)
-1 RF ...(I39M_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I39M_CHECK)

I39DOS

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(I39M_CHECK)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

**I39M CHECK**  CHK: I31A DID RESPONDENT GIVE ASSISTANCE TO OTHER RELATIVES?

\{MA\} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

\[I31A]=-2,-1, 2, 3

1  CONDITION APPLIES  \((I39M)\)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  \((I43M\_CHECK)\)

**I39M**

\{MA\} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you give financial assistance to these friends when they were living outside the United States or when they were living within the United States?

1  OUTSIDE US  \((I41)\)

2  IN US  \((I43\_CHECK)\)

3  BOTH  \((I41)\)

-1  RF  \((I41)\)

-2  DK  \((I41)\)

**I41**

\{MA\} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] give to friends during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living outside the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits)  \((I41B)\)

-1  RF  \((I41B)\)

-2  DK  \((I41B)\)

**I41B  141 CURRENCY**

\{MA\} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST]  \((I41D)\)

997  OTHER SPECIFY  \((I41BOS)\)

995  NOT PAID IN CASH  \((I41D)\)

-1  RF  \((I41D)\)

-2  DK  \((I41D)\)

**I41BOS**

\{(MA\} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters)  \((I41D)\)
New Immigrant Survey  
Section I - Transfers

**I41D**

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} "How often did you give this amount?"

1. Per Week ...(I43_CHECK)
2. Every 2 Weeks ...(I43_CHECK)
3. Per Month ...(I43_CHECK)
4. Per Year ...(I43_CHECK)
5. One time only ...(I43_CHECK)
97. OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I41DOS)
-1. RF ...(I43_CHECK)
-2. DK ...(I43_CHECK)

**I41DOS**

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I43_CHECK)

**I43_CHECK**  
CHK: I31A AND 139M VALID ANSWERS?

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[I31A]=-2,-1, 2, 3 and ([I39M]=-2, -1, 2, 3

1. CONDITION APPLIES ...(I43)
2. CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I43M_CHECK)

**I43**

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] give to friends during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living within the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(I43B)

-1. RF ...(I43B)
-2. DK ...(I43B)

**I43B I43 CURRENCY**

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I43D)
997. OTHER SPECIFY ...(I43BOS)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers

995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I43D)
-1 RF ...(I43D)
-2 DK ...(I43D)

I43BOS

(MA) (CP) {SP} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I43D)

I43D

(MA) (CP) {SP} (NEWCP) "How often did you give this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(I43M_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(I43M_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(I43M_CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(I43M_CHECK)
5 One time only ...(I43M_CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I43DOS)
-1 RF ...(I43M_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I43M_CHECK)

I43DOS

(MA) (CP) {SP} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I43M_CHECK)

I43M_CHECK CHK: I31B VALID ANSWER?

(MA) (CP) {SP} {NEWCP}

[I31B]= -2, -1, 2, 3

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(I43M)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(I49_CHECK)

I43M

(MA) (CP) {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive financial assistance from friends when they were living outside the United States or when they were living within the United States?

1 OUTSIDE US ...(I45)
2 IN US ...(I48_CHECK)
3 BOTH ...(I45)
-1 RF ...(I45)
-2 DK ...(I45)
New Immigrant Survey
Section I - Transfers
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(MA) (CP) {SP} (NEWCP) How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] receive from friends during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living outside the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(146B)

-1 RF ...(146B)
-2 DK ...(146B)

146B 145 CURRENCY

(MA) (CP) {SP} (NEWCP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(146D)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(146DOS)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(146D)
-1 RF ...(146D)
-2 DK ...(146D)

146DOS

(MA) (CP) {SP} (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(146D)

146D

(MA) (CP) {SP} (NEWCP) "How often did you receive this amount?"

1 Per Week ...(148_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks ...(148_CHECK)
3 Per Month ...(148_CHECK)
4 Per Year ...(148_CHECK)
5 One time only ...(148_CHECK)
97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(146DOS)
-1 RF ...(148_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(148_CHECK)

146DOS

(MA) (CP) {SP} (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(148_CHECK)
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I48 CHECK  CHK: I31B AND I43M VALID ANSWERS?

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

[I31B]= -2, -1, 2, 3 and [I43M]= -2, -1, 2, 3

1 CONDITION APPLIES  ...(I48)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ...(I49_CHECK)

I48

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) How much financial assistance did [or your spouse] receive from friends during the last twelve months during periods when they were not living with you and while they were living within the U.S.? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount: $____________ (15 digits)  ...(I48B)

-1 RF  ...(I48B)
-2 DK  ...(I48B)

I48B  I48 CURRENCY

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST]  ...(I48D)
997  OTHER SPECIFY  ...(I48BOS)
995  NOT PAID IN CASH  ...(I48D)
-1  RF  ...(I48D)
-2  DK  ...(I48D)

I48BOS

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP)

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters)  ...(I48D)

I48D

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) "How often did you receive this amount?"

1 Per Week  ...(I49_CHECK)
2 Every 2 Weeks  ...(I49_CHECK)
3 Per Month  ...(I49_CHECK)
4 Per Year  ...(I49_CHECK)
5 One time only  ...(I49_CHECK)
New Immigrant Survey
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97 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I48DOS)
-1 RF ...(I49_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I49_CHECK)

I48DOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I49_CHECK)

I49_CHECK CHK: EMPLOYMENT TYPE

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[C16 and C22: Current Employment Type]

0 NOT WORKING ... (I49)
1 SELF_EMPLOYED ... (I52)
2 WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE ... (I49)

I49

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} During the last twelve months, did [or your spouse] receive financial assistance in the form of a loan or a gift from your current employer in the United States? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

1 YES ...(I50)
2 NO ...(I52)
-1 RF ...(I52)
-2 DK ...(I52)

I50

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} How much did you receive in total during the last twelve months as gifts or loans from your current employer in the United States? Do not count any financial assistance that you may have already told us about.

Amount:$____________ (15 digits) ...(I50B)

-1 RF ...(I50B)
-2 DK ...(I50B)

I50B I50 CURRENCY

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I50D)
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997   OTHER SPECIFY ...(I50BOS)
995   NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I50D)
-1   RF ...(I50D)
-2   DK ...(I50D)

I50BOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I50D)

I50D

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} “How often did you receive this amount?”

1   Per Week ...(I52)
2   Every 2 Weeks ...(I52)
3   Per Month ...(I52)
4   Per Year ...(I52)
5   One time only ...(I52)
97   OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(I50DOS)
-1   RF ...(I52)
-2   DK ...(I52)

I50DOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(I52)

I52

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Now we do transfers for non-monetary in-kind transfers. Do not include any services in these in-kind transfers and also do not include any ceremonial gifts (such as those given or received on birthdays or holidays). These have to be tangible in-kind transfers that are given by or received by the respondent. In the list of types of people above, this list starts with parents and then has the same structure.

During the past twelve months, did you provide any non-financial assistance in the form of goods or materials to anyone other than your spouse or children during periods when they did not live with you?

1   YES ...(I53A)
2   NO ...(I56)
-1   RF ...(I56)
-2   DK ...(I53A)

I53A

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you provide assistance in the form of housing...

1   YES ...(I53B)
2   NO ...(I53B)
-1   RF ...(I53B)
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I53B

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you provide assistance in the form of clothing?

1   YES   ...(I53C)
2   NO    ...(I53C)
-1  RF    ...(I53C)
-2  DK    ...(I53C)

I53C

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you provide assistance in the form of furniture or other household goods?

1   YES   ...(I53D)
2   NO    ...(I53D)
-1  RF    ...(I53D)
-2  DK    ...(I53D)

I53D

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you provide assistance in the form of vehicles?

1   YES   ...(I53E)
2   NO    ...(I53E)
-1  RF    ...(I53E)
-2  DK    ...(I53E)

I53E

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you provide assistance in the form of tools?

1   YES   ...(I53F)
2   NO    ...(I53F)
-1  RF    ...(I53F)
-2  DK    ...(I53F)

I53F

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you provide assistance in the form of livestock?

1   YES   ...(I55A)
2   NO    ...(I55A)
-1  RF    ...(I55A)
-2  DK    ...(I55A)

I55A

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} What is the approximate value of all of these things you have provided?

$/F.C.____________ (15 digits) ... (I55B)
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-1 RF ...(I55B)
-2 DK ...(I55B)

I55B

I55A CURRENCY

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I56)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I55BOS)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I56)
-1 RF ...(I56)
-2 DK ...(I56)

I55BOS

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY __________ (80 Characters) ...(I56)

I56

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} During the past twelve months, did you receive any non-financial assistance in the form of goods or materials from anyone other than your spouse or children during periods when they did not live with you?

1 YES ...(I57A)
2 NO ...(I60_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(I60_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I57A)

I57A

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of housing?

1 YES ...(I57B)
2 NO ...(I57B)
-1 RF ...(I57B)
-2 DK ...(I57B)

I57B

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of clothing?

1 YES ...(I57C)
2 NO ...(I57C)
-1 RF ...(I57C)
-2 DK ...(I57C)
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I57C

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of furniture or other household goods?

1 YES ...(I57D)
2 NO ...(I57D)
-1 RF ...(I57D)
-2 DK ...(I57D)

I57D

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of vehicles?

1 YES ...(I57E)
2 NO ...(I57E)
-1 RF ...(I57E)
-2 DK ...(I57E)

I57E

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of tools?

1 YES ...(I57F)
2 NO ...(I57F)
-1 RF ...(I57F)
-2 DK ...(I57F)

I57F

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of livestock?

1 YES ...(I59A)
2 NO ...(I59A)
-1 RF ...(I59A)
-2 DK ...(I59A)

I59A

(MA) {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} What is the approximate value of all of these things you have received?

$/F.C. ___________ (15 digits) ...(I59B)
-1 RF ...(I59B)
-2 DK ...(I59B)
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I59B

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST] ...(I60_CHECK)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(I59BOS)
995 NOT PAID IN CASH ...(I60_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(I60_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(I60_CHECK)

I59BOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(I60_CHECK)

I60_CHECK

CHK: IS RESPONDENT SELF EMPLOYED?

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

[C16 and C22: Current Employment Type]

0 NOT WORKING ...(I60)
1 SELF-EMPLOYED ...(NEXT SECTION)
2 WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE ...(I60)

I60

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} During the past twelve months, did you receive any non-financial assistance in the form of goods or materials from your current employer in the United States?

1 YES ...(I61A)
2 NO ...(NEXT SECTION)
-1 RF ...(NEXT SECTION)
-2 DK ...(I61A)

I61A

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP} Did you receive assistance in the form of housing...

1 YES ...(I61B)
2 NO ...(I61B)
-1 RF ...(I61B)
-2 DK ...(I61B)
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I61B

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) Did you receive assistance in the form of clothing?

1  YES  ...(I61C)
2  NO  ...(I61C)
-1  RF  ...(I61C)
-2  DK  ...(I61C)

I61C

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) Did you receive assistance in the form of furniture or other household goods?

1  YES  ...(I61D)
2  NO  ...(I61D)
-1  RF  ...(I61D)
-2  DK  ...(I61D)

I61D

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) Did you receive assistance in the form of vehicles?

1  YES  ...(I61E)
2  NO  ...(I61E)
-1  RF  ...(I61E)
-2  DK  ...(I61E)

I61E

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) Did you receive assistance in the form of tools?

1  YES  ...(I61F)
2  NO  ...(I61F)
-1  RF  ...(I61F)
-2  DK  ...(I61F)

I61F

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) Did you receive assistance in the form of livestock?

1  YES  ...(I62A)
2  NO  ...(I62A)
-1  RF  ...(I62A)
-2  DK  ...(I62A)

I62A

(MA) (CP) (SP) (NEWCP) What is the approximate value of all of these things you have received?

$/F.C.____________ (15 digits)  ...(I62B)

-1 RF ...(I62B)
-2 DK ...(I62B)
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I62B  I62A CURRENCY

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE CURRENCY THAT THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT WAS GIVEN IN.

[CURRENCY PICK LIST]  ..(NEXT SECTION)
997  OTHER SPECIFY  ..(I62BOS)
995  NOT PAID IN CASH  (NEXT SECTION)
-1  RF  ..(NEXT SECTION)
-2  DK  ..(NEXT SECTION)

I62BOS

{MA} {CP} {SP} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters)  ..(NEXT SECTION)